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Abstract 

Due to vast points and irregular structure, labeling full points in large-scale point clouds is highly tedious and time-

consuming. To resolve this issue, we propose a novel point-based transformer network in weakly-supervised 

semantic segmentation, which only needs 0.1% point annotations. Our network introduces general local features, 

representing global factors from different neighborhoods based on their order positions. Then, we share query 

point weights to local features through point attention to reinforce impacts, which are essential in determining 

sparse point labels. Geometric encoding is introduced to balance query point impact and remind point position 

during training. As a result, one point in specific local areas can obtain global features from corresponding ones in 

other neighborhoods and reinforce from its query points. Experimental results on benchmark large-scale point 

clouds demonstrate our proposed network's state-of-the-art performance. 

 

1. Introduction 

Three-dimensional large-scale point cloud segmentation has 

received much attention due to its challenging and practical 

applications in autonomous driving or robotics. Specifically, 

PointNet++ [1], one of the prominent studies, introduces 

farthest point sampling and extract features through 

neighborhoods. On the other sides, RandLA-Net [2] 

concentrate on geometric positions to address irregular 

structures. Recently, Point Transformer [3] is one of the first 

studies to propose a self-attention network on raw points 

with spatial feature supplements as position encoding.  

Nevertheless, these point clouds are restricted due to their 

vast points, which require costly point-wise annotations. To 

avoid this exhausting annotation, weakly supervised methods 

in point clouds have been growing. Several works generated 

pseudo labels by semi-supervised learning. Π Model [4] 

achieved this goal by self-ensembling in different 

regularization and augmentation. Then, MT [5] was proposed 

to resolve unstable and complexity in the temporal 

ensembling model. Other works performed point cloud 

segmentation through limited point annotations. Zhang et al. 

[6] utilized self-supervised pretext tasks to transfer prior 

knowledge from the large unlabeled point cloud. Xu and Lee 

[7] proposed a weakly point cloud segmentation network 

using a small fraction of points by learning gradient 

approximation and color smoothness constraints. PSD [8] 

improved performance through the perturbed branch and 

enforced predictive consistency. SQN [9] explored semantic 

similarity between neighboring points without self-

supervised pretraining or hand-crafted constraints. Although 

these methods perform weakly supervised on large-scale 

point clouds, they are built on fully supervised architecture 

and are consequently unstable due to massive sparse points.  

To resolve this challenge, we propose General Local 

Transformer Network strengthen point impacts with coherent 

neighborhoods in weakly supervised point cloud semantic 

segmentation. The attention module contains two primary 

components called general local features and point attention. 

General local features represent global features from 

different neighborhoods based on their order positions. Point 

attention shares weights to its local features to reinforce 

impacts. Based on the idea that distribution of points in local 

area is relatively homogeneous [1], our method plays a vital 

role in weakly-supervised to define neighborhood labels. 

Geometric encoding consolidates position coordinates and 

supplemental features to give an overview of point position 

and balance point impacts. 

 

2. Proposed Method 

Although neighboring points have vital features, their order 
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positions based on distances significantly impact point 

representation. We explore the principal factors of each 

position in different neighborhoods to get general local 

features. However, each point in 3D point cloud can attend to 

several neighborhoods, so it has variant impacts on multiple 

points. To address this problem, we use encoded point weight 

to force neighboring points to focus on local areas with 

corresponding order positions. Points that share the same 

order position are combined. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Attention mechanism architecture. 

Query point weights are shared with their neighborhoods by 

generating point coefficients using input features. Therefore, 

local neighborhoods are reinforced by global factors from 

other areas and query point features. To decode general local 

features, we have matrix multiplication between general local 

features and input features to get local coefficients. Then, 

importance of neighboring points in specific local 

neighborhoods is determined. We integrate general local 

features and point attention with learnable parameters to 

regenerate local neighborhoods. 

 

3. Experiment 

We compare our proposed model to state-of-the-art 

methods in S3DIS Area-5, summarized in Table I. Best 

results in weakly labeled settings are represented through 

bold parts and underlined areas show fully labeled settings. 

We perform experiments using 100 epochs, batch size 2 and 

AdamW optimizer with learning rate 1e-5 and weight decay 

1e-4. The network achieves outstanding performance with 

65.1% mIoU and surpasses several fully-supervised studies. 

Table 1. Semantic segmentation results on S3DIS Area-5. 

Setting Method mIoU 

100% 

PointNet++[1] 50.0 

RandLA-Net [2] 63.0 

Point Transformer [3] 70.4 

10% 

Π Model [4] 46.3 

MT [5] 47.9 

Xu and Lee [7] 48.0 

1% 
Zhang et.al [6] 61.8 

PSD [8] 63.5 

0.1%  

RandLA-Net [2] 52.9 

SQN [9] 61.4 

Ours 65.1 

 

4. Conclusion 

 We propose a local attention network to perform point 

cloud segmentation under weakly-supervised settings. Local 

attention considers relationships between query points and 

their neighborhoods to obtain more coherent features. As a 

result, our network has the ability to handle these point cloud 

problems with a tiny fraction of labeled points. 
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